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How long can you get away with murder? In an idyllic Sussex town, Mr Quinn whispers a secret on his death bed. Hours later the
person who cared for Quinn is killed. Mr Quinn's secret sets off events unlike anything Detective Grant and Psychologist Ruby
Silver have ever seen. A series of deaths follow as a killer tries to cover their twenty-year trail of murder by drowning. Grant, Silver
and the team must track a killer who has been getting away with murder for years. But when treachery, corruption and secrets
from the past are used against Sergeant Tom Delaney, the killer turns their attention to one of Grant's own...
The tie-in edition of the nine-part CBS All Access series starring Whoopi Goldberg, Alexander Skarsgard, and James Marsden.
When a man escapes from a biological testing facility, he sets in motion a deadly domino effect, spreading a mutated strain of the
flu that will wipe out 99 percent of humanity within a few weeks. The survivors who remain are scared, bewildered, and in need of
a leader. Two emerge--Mother Abagail, the benevolent 108-year-old woman who urges them to build a peaceful community in
Boulder, Colorado; and Randall Flagg, the nefarious "Dark Man," who delights in chaos and violence. As the dark man and the
peaceful woman gather power, the survivors will have to choose between them--and ultimately decide the fate of all humanity.
Sheriff Jericho Quinn's life in the Outer Banks of North Carolina is shattered following the mysterious death of his wife. A broken
man, Jericho is forced to emerge from the depths of his despair when his only son is suddenly accused of an unspeakable crime.
Murder. With his son shrouded beneath a cloud of suspicion, Jericho finds himself deeply immersed in the investigation and
connects the murder with the recent disappearance of a child. A crab pot and a sunken duffle bag lead Jericho to the gruesome
discovery of a second missing child. He soon untangles a string of kidnappings and murder, revealing a chilling timeline--a deadly
tide, a cycle that is set to repeat. Peeling back the layers of deception and cruel betrayal, his wife's mysterious secrets begin to
surface and have a disturbing connection to the case. Time is running out, and Jericho is in the fight of his life to prove his son's
innocence and to unmask the killer before another child dies.
Son of Hamas is now available in softcover with an all-new chapter about events since the book’s release such as the revelation
of Mosab’s Israeli intelligence handler’s true identity, and Homeland Security’s effort to deport the author. Since he was a small
boy, Mosab Hassan Yousef has had an inside view of the deadly terrorist group Hamas. The oldest son of Sheikh Hassan Yousef,
a founding member of Hamas and its most popular leader, young Mosab assisted his father for years in his political activities while
being groomed to assume his legacy, politics, status . . . and power. But everything changed when Mosab turned away from terror
and violence, and embraced instead the teachings of another famous Middle East leader. In Son of Hamas, Mosab reveals new
information about the world’s most dangerous terrorist organization and unveils the truth about his own role, his agonizing
separation from family and homeland, the dangerous decision to make his newfound faith public, and his belief that the Christian
mandate to “love your enemies” is the only way to peace in the Middle East.
The dramatic real life stories of four young people caught up in the mass exodus of Shanghai in the wake of China's 1949
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Communist revolution--a heartrending precursor to the struggles faced by emigrants today. "A true page-turner . . . [Helen] Zia has
proven once again that history is something that happens to real people."--New York Times bestselling author Lisa See NAMED
ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR AND THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR - LONGLISTED FOR THE
PEN/JACQUELINE BOGRAD WELD AWARD FOR BIOGRAPHY Shanghai has historically been China's jewel, its richest, most
modern and westernized city. The bustling metropolis was home to sophisticated intellectuals, entrepreneurs, and a thriving middle
class when Mao's proletarian revolution emerged victorious from the long civil war. Terrified of the horrors the Communists would
wreak upon their lives, citizens of Shanghai who could afford to fled in every direction. Seventy years later, members of the last
generation to fully recall this massive exodus have revealed their stories to Chinese American journalist Helen Zia, who
interviewed hundreds of exiles about their journey through one of the most tumultuous events of the twentieth century. From these
moving accounts, Zia weaves together the stories of four young Shanghai residents who wrestled with the decision to abandon
everything for an uncertain life as refugees in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and the United States. Benny, who as a teenager became the
unwilling heir to his father's dark wartime legacy, must decide either to escape to Hong Kong or navigate the intricacies of a newly
Communist China. The resolute Annuo, forced to flee her home with her father, a defeated Nationalist official, becomes an
unwelcome exile in Taiwan. The financially strapped Ho fights deportation from the U.S. in order to continue his studies while his
family struggles at home. And Bing, given away by her poor parents, faces the prospect of a new life among strangers in America.
The lives of these men and women are marvelously portrayed, revealing the dignity and triumph of personal survival. Herself the
daughter of immigrants from China, Zia is uniquely equipped to explain how crises like the Shanghai transition affect children and
their families, students and their futures, and, ultimately, the way we see ourselves and those around us. Last Boat Out of
Shanghai brings a poignant personal angle to the experiences of refugees then and, by extension, today. "Zia's portraits are
compassionate and heartbreaking, and they are, ultimately, the universal story of many families who leave their homeland as
refugees and find less-than-welcoming circumstances on the other side."--Amy Tan, author of The Joy Luck Club
Hostage Negotiators can talk themselves out of anything-except falling in love.FBI Supervisory Special Agent Dominic Sheridan is
an accomplished expert in the Crisis Negotiation Unit. Practiced, professional, used to dealing with high-stake situations under
tense conditions, Dominic is a master at manipulating people. Everyone, that is, but the headstrong rookie agent bent on
destroying her fledgling career.As a child, Ava Kanas put her life on the line when the mob executed her father. Now someone has
killed her mentor, the man who inspired her to become an FBI agent-and she's the only one who recognizes it was anything but a
tragic accident.When another agent is murdered and Dominic nearly dies, it becomes obvious a serial killer is targeting the FBI.
Together Dominic and Ava search for clues in the investigation, all the while fighting a forbidden attraction that will complicate
everything, especially when the predator sets their sights on Ava.In this exciting crossover, Toni Anderson introduces new
characters alongside some reader favorites in the thrilling Cold Justice - Crossfire series.
To catch the perfect killer, she must become the perfect victim. After discovering that her estranged sister is missing, Carolina
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McKay heads to Pittsburgh where she stumbles into an FBI investigation. The same time her sister, Scarlet, vanished, so did
$300,000. And Scarlet is the prime suspect. But if there's one thing Carolina's good at, it's digging. When she delves into her
sister's sordid private life, she discovers that Scarlet has a separate, and dangerous, identity. And in her other life, the darkness is
winning. As Carolina enters the seedy world of high end sex workers, she soon finds herself in over her head with her life hanging
in the balance. She's determined to uncover what happened to Scarlet, but will the price be trading places with her?
‘Absolutely fantastic, had me gripped!!! Loved it!’ 5 stars, NetGalley reviewer
A young girl taken. Now the clock is ticking. When fifteen-year-old Hollie, daughter of the UK's biggest munitions dealer Sir Richard Hawkins,
vanishes without a trace, the race is on to find her. But the family's worst nightmare is realised when they receive a video of Hollie tied to a
chair with a masked man holding a gun to her head. The ransom demands are simple - pay four million pounds or they'll never see their
daughter again. DCI Jane Phillips is assigned to the case and soon realises that Hollie has been kidnapped by an especially ruthless gang who will stop at nothing to get what they want. As the pressure mounts, can Phillips find Hollie before it's too late? Or will this investigation
signal not only the death of the Major Crimes Unit but one of her beloved team as well? Deadly Vengeance - the third in a gripping new
detective series featuring DCI Jane Phillips.
The extraordinary #1 New York Times bestseller about the ability of books to feed the soul even in the darkest of times. Nominated as one of
America's best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. When Death has a story to tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany. The
country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier, and will become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a foster girl living outside of
Munich, who scratches out a meager existence for herself by stealing when she encounters something she can’t resist–books. With the help
of her accordion-playing foster father, she learns to read and shares her stolen books with her neighbors during bombing raids as well as with
the Jewish man hidden in her basement. In superbly crafted writing that burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus Zusak, author of I
Am the Messenger, has given us one of the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of book that can be life-changing.” —The New York
Times “Deserves a place on the same shelf with The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF CLAY,
MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
Gazing out the cabin window at the raging blizzard, fear suddenly floods through her as she feels a stranger’s hand clamp across her mouth.
No one can hear her stifled screams as she is dragged from the couch by the fire out into the snow. When seventeen-year-old Savannah
Devenish vanishes from her family’s remote vacation cabin in Minnesota, FBI Agent Tori Hunter races along treacherous icy roads to be first
on the scene. Savannah’s parents are frantic with worry for their beautiful, carefree girl. Haunted by memories of her own missing sister, Tori
vows to do whatever it takes to reunite this family. When the police uncover that Savannah’s father Jacob was having an affair, they suspect
his involvement, but Tori is convinced his despair is genuine. Her close relationship with the chief detective means the team won’t listen, so
Tori strikes off alone, persuading Savannah’s distraught best friends to share their secrets. It seems this ‘good girl’ was sneaking out to
parties to meet up with a mysterious man… Then another teenager is snatched from the street, snowy footprints and a discarded hot
chocolate cup the last trace of her. The girls are the same age, strikingly pale and blonde. Is a twisted collector stealing them away? And
what chance is there that they are being kept alive? With a deadly snowstorm closing in, Tori battles the elements—and her own team—as she
follows the trail to an abandoned cabin by a frozen lake. In the basement are bedrooms filled with clothes for teenage girls. Tori was too late
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to save her own missing sister twenty years ago, but can she find these girls before they disappear forever? An utterly addictive and twisty
crime thriller that will have your eyes glued to the pages and your heart in your mouth. Fans of Kendra Elliot, Robert Dugoni and Tess
Gerritsen won’t be able to put this down. Read what everyone’s saying about The Winter Girls: “Hang on to your seat… adrenaline-fuelled
thrill ride… will keep you riveted and reading till the early hours… Fabulous… LOVED IT… highly recommend… definite 5 star read for me.”
NetGalley reviewer, ????? “Had me hooked from the very beginning… grab you by the throat and don’t let you go till the very end… An edgeof-your-seat thriller! I found myself yelling “run, run!” and breathing so fast, I thought I was going to pass out!” Goodreads reviewer, ?????
“Trust me—you do not want to miss it!... I found myself totally immersed in the story, reading well into the night!! Awesome, awesome!!”
Tropical Delusions, ????? “Kept me on the edge of my seat wanting more… just one more chapter before bed… before I knew it, it was the
early hours of the morning… Had me totally engrossed… I didn’t want to put it down.” Nicki's Book Blog, ????? “The action is non-stop… a wild
ride and well worth staying up late to finish!” NetGalley reviewer, ????? “Wow… a rollercoaster of a story that I couldn’t put down till I finished
it… I read it in one day.” NetGalley reviewer, ????? “So intense!!!!... a rollercoaster ride… lots of unexpected twists and turns… a fast paced
thriller!... This book is unputdownable.” Tropical Girl Reads, ????? “I just wanted to read a little bit longer no matter how late at night it was… I
was on the edge of my seat the whole time.” Goodreads reviewer, ????? “Lots of twists and turns, loads of action and suspense… I couldn't
put down! Bravo Roger Stelljes!!” Debatably Bookish, ????? “Gripping read… I couldn’t put this book down!” Goodreads reviewer, ?????
In this brilliant and gripping medical detective story. Richard Rhodes follows virus hunters on three continents as they track the emergence of
a deadly new brain disease that first kills cannibals in New Guinea, then cattle and young people in Britain and France -- and that has already
been traced to food animals in the United States. In a new Afterword for the paperback, Rhodes reports the latest U.S. and worldwide
developments of a burgeoning global threat.
Standoff is award-winning journalist Jamie Thompson's gripping account of a deadly night in Dallas, told through the eyes of those at the
center of the events, who offer a nuanced look at race and policing in America On the evening of July 7, 2016, protesters gathered in cities
across the nation after police shot two black men, Philando Castile and Alton Sterling. As officers patrolled a march in Dallas, a young man
stepped out of an SUV wearing a bulletproof vest and carrying a high-powered rifle. He killed five officers and wounded eleven others. It fell
to a small group of cops to corner the shooter inside a community college, where a fierce gun battle was followed by a stalemate. Crisis
negotiator Larry Gordon, a 21-year department veteran, spent hours bonding with the gunman—over childhood ghosts and death and shared
experiences of racial injustice in America—while his colleagues devised an unprecedented plan to bring the night to its dramatic end.
Thompson’s minute-by-minute account includes intimate portrayals of the negotiator, a surgeon who operated on the fallen officers, a mother
of four shot down in the street, and the SWAT officers tasked with stopping the gunman. This is a deeply affecting story of real people
navigating a terrifying crisis and a city's attempts to heal its divisions.
Finalist for the Chicago Review of Books Fiction Award, Dan Chaon's Best of 2017 pick in Publishers Weekly, one of Vol. 1 Brooklyn's Best
Books of 2017, a BOMB Magazine "Looking Back on 2017: Literature" Pick, and one of Vulture's 10 Best Thriller Books of 2017. Jac Jemc's
The Grip of It is a chilling literary horror novel about a young couple haunted by their newly purchased home Touring their prospective
suburban home, Julie and James are stopped by a noise. Deep and vibrating, like throat singing. Ancient, husky, and rasping, but
underwater. “That’s just the house settling,” the real estate agent assures them with a smile. He is wrong. The move—prompted by James’s
penchant for gambling and his general inability to keep his impulses in check—is quick and seamless; both Julie and James are happy to start
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afresh. But this house, which sits between a lake and a forest, has its own plans for the unsuspecting couple. As Julie and James try to
establish a sense of normalcy, the home and its surrounding terrain become the locus of increasingly strange happenings. The framework—
claustrophobic, riddled with hidden rooms within rooms—becomes unrecognizable, decaying before their eyes. Stains are animated on the
wall—contracting, expanding—and map themselves onto Julie’s body in the form of painful, grisly bruises. Like the house that torments the
troubled married couple living within its walls, The Grip of It oozes with palpable terror and skin-prickling dread. Its architect, Jac Jemc,
meticulously traces Julie and James’s unsettling journey through the depths of their new home as they fight to free themselves from its
crushing grip.
Tense, gripping and with a twist you won't see coming, The Split is an explosive new stand-alone thriller from Sharon Bolton about a woman
on the run. No matter how far you run, some secrets will always catch up with you... The remote Antarctic island of South Georgia is about to
send off its last boat of the summer – which signifies safety to resident glaciologist Felicity Lloyd. Felicity lives in fear – fear that her exhusband Freddie will find her, even out here. She took a job on this isolated island to hide from him, but now that he's out of prison, having
served a term for murder, she knows he won’t give up until he finds her. But a doctor delving into the background of Felicity and Freddie's
relationship, back in Cambridge, learns that Felicity has been on the edge for a long time. Heading to South Georgia himself to try and get to
her first is the only way he can think of to help her.
Final Target (Josh Thane Thriller, Book 2)HarperCollins UK

The Deadly Trade takes readers on an epic and enthralling voyage through submarine warfare, including how U-boats in two world
wars tried to achieve victory, first for the Kaiser and then 20 years later for Adolf Hitler. It tells the story of how such tiny craft took
on mighty battleships, including U-boats sinking HMS Royal Oak and HMS Barham in WW2, along with the incredible exploits of
British submariners in the Dardanelles and Baltic during WW1.The action-packed narrative includes bitterly contested Atlantic
convoy fights of WW2 and submarines in the clash of battle fleets at Midway. Iain Ballantyne also reveals how the US Navy
submarine service brought the Japanese empire to its knees in 1945, even before the atomic bombs were dropped. The Deadly
Trade tells the amazing stories of not only pioneers such as Drebbel, Fulton and Holland, but also of legendary submarine
captains, including Max Horton and Otto Weddigen in WW1. During WW2 we sail to war with Otto Kretschmer, Gunther Prien,
Fritz-Julius Lemp, Malcolm Wanklyn, Dudley Morton, Richard O'Kane and Sam Dealey. We get involved in the famous fights of
Britain's ace submarine-killing escort group leaders Frederic 'Johnny' Walker, Donald Macintyre and Peter Gretton. There is a dive
into unconventional submarine warfare, including Japanese midget subs in the notorious Pearl Harbor raid plus British X-craft
against the Tirpitz in Arctic waters. Iain Ballantyne plunges readers into famous Enigma machine captures that played a key role in
deciding the outcome of WW2. He explains what the Nazis were up to at the end of WW2, pursuing Total Underwater Warfare,
partly via the revolutionary Type XXI U-boat. Ballantyne reveals the incredible story of a proposed cruise missile attack on New
York and considers the likelihood (or otherwise) of Hitler escaping to South America in a U-boat. The Deadly Trade takes us into
the post-WW2 face-off between the Soviets and NATO, the sinking of the Indian frigate INS Khukri by Pakistan's PNS Hangor and
attack on the Argentine cruiser ARA Belgrano by HMS Conqueror. The Deadly Trade concludes with today's growing submarine
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arms race and Putin's 'missile boat diplomacy' along with the use of cruise missiles by the British and Americans to try and
decapitate rogue regimes. The Deadly Trade is the perfect companion to Hunter Killers, Iain Ballantyne's real-life Cold War
submarine thriller.
A fascinating and comprehensive account of how an initially ineffectual underwater boat—originally derided and loathed in equal
measure—evolved into the most powerful and terrifying vessel ever invented—with enough destructive power to end all life on Earth.
Iain Ballantyne considers the key episodes of submarine warfare and vividly describes the stories of brave individuals who have
risked their lives under the sea, often with fatal consequences. His analysis of underwater conflict begins with Archimedes
discovering the Principle of Buoyancy. Our clandestine journey then moves through the centuries and focuses on prolific
characters with deathly motives, including David Bushnell, who in 1775 in America devised the first combat submarine with the
idea of attacking the British. Today, nuclear-powered submarines are among the most complex, costly ships in existence. Armed
with nuclear weapons, they have the ability to destroy millions of lives: they are the most powerful warships ever created. At the
heart of this thrilling narrative lurks danger and power as we discover warfare’s murkiest secrets.
THE SERIES WITH OVER 1.5 MILLION DOWNLOADS and 17,000+ REVIEWS New York Times & USA Today Bestselling
McRyan Mystery Series Two girls gone... An abduction is just the beginning in a case of betrayal and revenge that will ultimately
strike at the soul of the St. Paul Police Department. The ruggedly handsome Mac McRyan, a fourth-generation cop, is faced with a
complicated brazen daytime kidnapping, a media storm surrounding the case, and political scrutiny. From the searing streets of St.
Paul to the murky waters of the St. Croix River, DEADLY STILLWATER is a book you won't be able to put down until its last
gripping minute. Vince Flynn described Roger Stelljes as "A powerful new thriller voice." Fans of John Sandford, David Baldacci
and James Patterson will enjoy this fast-moving story of murder, greed, and treason; the cast of colorful characters, and its setting
in and around historic St. Paul, Minnesota. Deadly Stillwater is being offered as a free book as an introduction to the McRyan
Mystery Series. To receive a free copy of a McRyan Mystery Series spin-off episode as soon as it is published enter your email
address at www.RogerStelljes.com More from the Mac McRyan Mystery Series: FIRST CASE: Murder Alley (novella) THE ST.
PAUL CONSPIRACY - USA Today Bestseller DEADLY STILLWATER - Free FIRST DEADLY CONSPIRACY - Books 1-3 box set
- New York Times & USA Today Bestseller ELECTING TO MURDER FATALLY BOUND - USA Today Bestseller BLOOD
SILENCE - USA Today Bestseller NEXT GIRL ON THE LIST - New release!
Examines "the true story of America's first plague epidemic--the public health doctors who desperately fought to end it, the political
leaders who tried to keep it hidden, and the brave scientists who uncovered the plague's secrets"--Amazon.com.
You have to stop me from hurting anyone else. I don’t want to do these horrible things. Help me before I’m forced to do it again.
And I will do it again because I have no choice. I’ve never had a choice. In a busy shopping centre, a little girl clutches a teddy
bear, clinging to it in the absence of her mother, Katrina. Hours later, Katrina’s body is discovered in an abandoned building. For
Detective Kim Stone, it looks like a quick, functional kill. But Kim’s instincts tell her there’s more to this senseless murder than
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meets the eye. What was the motive for killing a young mother out shopping with her child? Days later, a second victim is found in
a local park, her neck broken just like Katrina’s and her six-year-old son missing. With her colleague, Detective Stacey Wood,
working on another unsolved crime and a member of the team grieving the loss of a close relative, Kim is struggling to make
inroads on what is fast becoming a complex case. And when a handwritten letter from the killer lands on Kim’s desk addressed to
her, and pleading for help, she knows time is running out to bring the little boy home alive. With the support of a handwriting
analyst and profiler, Kim and the team begin to get inside the mind of the killer and make a shocking discovery. Some of the
victims have scratch marks on their wrists. But these are no random scratches. The killer is using them to communicate with
someone. The question is… with whom? And if Kim doesn’t find them soon, another innocent soul will die. The multi-million-copy
bestselling Detective Kim Stone series is every bit as addictive, original and exciting as readers say and you’ll be hooked from the
very first page. Nobody does it better than the Queen of Crime, Angela Marsons. Read what everyone is saying about Deadly Cry:
‘Whoopee The queen of crime is back…this book is a reminder to all her fans what a brilliant crime series this is…Unlike some long
running crimes series, each book always brings something new to the table, whether it be its characters, the plot, or jaw dropping
moments that take the reader by surprise.’ The Book Review Café, ????? ‘Utterly fabulous! I loved this book so much. The whole
series is fantastic and it just gets better and better with every book. Read this in one sitting as I was literally glued to it. Highly
recommend, if I could give it more than 5 stars I would.’ Linda Strong Book Reviews, ????? ‘Angela Marsons writes the type of
books that I will literally drop everything just so I can read it.’ Goodreads reviewer, ????? ‘I honestly don’t know how Angela
Marsons gets better and better with each book…My jaw dropped over and over again and I’m just sitting here so shocked at the
end!’ With A Book In Our Hand, ????? ‘I could read Kim Stone books every day and never get bored, I read this in a day as
couldn't put it down.’ NetGalley reviewer, ????? ‘Angela Marsons is the Queen of Crime, and every police team needs a Kim
Stone! With a strong, fast paced storyline, this book will bring tears to your eyes, then have you covering those same eyes for fear
of what may happen on the next page!!’ stardustbookreviews, ????? ‘Reading this series is like catching up with old friends…Yet
another brilliant work by the amazing Angela Marsons!’ Goodreads reviewer, ????? ‘Oh how much have I missed Kim Stone… you
are guaranteed a story that will grab a hold of you from the start and keep you invested in the outcome right to the very last page.’
Jen Med’s Book Reviews, ????? ‘Quite simply, Angela Marsons is THE QUEEN of Crime Fiction…Every book of Angie’s is a
masterpiece of storytelling, each so different in theme and incredibly enjoyable to read.’ Goodreads reviewer, ????? ‘I really love
this series. It’s like catching up with friends when I start a new book.’ Alice May Reviews, ????? ‘This is a series that I will never
get tired of. The author has a real talent of keeping each book fresh and exciting with characters you can't help but root for. Long
live Kim Stone!’ Goodreads reviewer, ?????
In a gripping novel of atmospheric suspense from #1 New York Times bestselling author Lisa Jackson, a woman returns to her
Texas hometown to confront deadly lies . . . The town of Bad Luck, Texas, is home to all kinds of secrets. Shelby Cole had her
share, before she left to start a new life. After almost ten years away, a mysterious package arrives at her Seattle home. There’s
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no return address, just a photograph of a little girl. Shelby knows immediately that this is the daughter she was told died at
birth—and that going back is the only way to discover what really happened. Shelby isn’t the only one coming home. A long-ago
killing is in the news again, and Ross McCallum, the man who made a nightmare of Shelby’s past, has been set free because of
recanted testimony. Is he baiting her, or has someone else lured her back to Bad Luck for their own twisted purpose? Shelby's
inquiries about her baby are met with stonewalling and hostility. Her only ally is Nevada Smith, the one-time bad boy of Bad Luck.
Nevada was the arresting officer in that decade-old murder case. Now he’s a suspect. Though shocked by Shelby’s
reappearance, and her revelation about the child he knew nothing about, he’ll do anything to help find their daughter. But
searching for answers draws them into a terrifying scheme, where unspoken truths will drive a killer to brutal revenge . . .
Two evil men. One deadly obsession. Nottinghamshire, 1984. Jimmy Wade is pure evil - he first killed at the age of eleven and
lately he's been feeling those urges again. And now he finds an unlikely partner in psychopathic police sergeant Mick Reynolds.
Against the background of a bitter, acrimonious strike called by the National Union of Mineworkers, the two embark on a horrific
killing spree, Wade's natural cunning and Reynolds' knowledge of forensics and police procedure allowing them to stay one step
ahead of the law. DI Danny Flint is tasked with investigating the series of brutal murders and so begins a deadly game of cat and
mouse. The killers revel in playing mind games, confident they will never be caught. Then, as he slowly closes in on them, Danny
discovers that someone he cares about is in terrible danger... Evil in Mind - the first in a gripping new detective series featuring DI
Danny Flint.
An atom bomb is waiting to explode in the very heart of London... Le Docteur is a professor who fed up with the ways of the
Western world, and decides to establish a terrorist network to outperform ISIS and fight the enemies of Islam. The talented
professor plants fear across Europe through several murderous attacks, leaving an entire continent paralyzed. In order to carry out
his diabolic master plan, Le Docteur has recruited an Eastern German nuclear physicist to help him build an atom bomb that will
shake the world and change the course of history forever. David Avivi, a senior officer in the Israeli Mossad, is leading the chase
after the bloodthirsty terrorist band, aiming to capture its leader and prevent the impending catastrophe. As Europe faces nuclear
disaster and the fate of hundreds of millions of people rests on his shoulders, David knows that any failure on his part will bring the
whole world to an atrocious holy war.
“Rocket-paced suspense.”—Jeffery Deaver “Gilstrap will leave you breathless.” —Harlan Coben “A great hero, a really exciting series.”
—Joseph Finder Freelance operative Jonathan Grave faces his fiercest challenge yet in bestselling author John Gilstrap’s explosive new
thriller . . . The mission: Drop into the Mexican jungle, infiltrate a drug cartel’s compound, and extract a kidnapped DEA agent. But when
Jonathan Grave and his partner, Boxers, retrieve the hostage and return to the exfil point, all hell breaks loose. Ambushed, abandoned, and
attacked on all sides, their only hope of survival lies inside a remote orphanage where innocent children have been targeted for death. Even if
Grave can lead his precious cargo to safety across a hundred miles of treacherous jungle filled with enemies, he can’t shake the feeling that
something bigger is at play. A vast conspiracy of international power players who take no prisoners—and leave no survivors . . . “When you
pick up a Gilstrap novel, one thing is always true—you are going to be entertained at a high rate of speed.” —Suspense Magazine “If you like
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Vince Flynn and Brad Thor, you’ll love John Gilstrap.” —Gayle Lynds “Gilstrap pushes every thriller button.” —San Francisco Chronicle
From one of our most innovative and celebrated authors, the definitive take on the wildest story of the year— the David-vs.-Goliath GameStop
short squeeze, a tale of fortunes won and lost overnight that may end up changing Wall Street forever. Bestselling author Ben Mezrich offers
a gripping, beat-by-beat account of how a loosely affiliate group of private investors and internet trolls on a subreddit called WallStreetBets
took down one of the biggest hedge funds on Wall Street, firing the first shot in a revolution that threatens to upend the establishment. It’s the
story of financial titans like Gabe Plotkin of hedge fund Melvin Capital, one of the most respected and staid funds on the Street, billionaires
like Elon Musk, Steve Cohen, Mark Cuban, Robinhood co-CEOs Vlad Tenev and Baiju Bhatt, and Ken Griffin of Citadel Securities. Over the
course of four incredible days, each in their own way must reckon with a formidable force they barely understand, let alone saw coming:
everyday men and women on WallStreetBets like nurse Kim Campbell, college student Jeremy Poe, and the enigmatic Keith “RoaringKitty”
Gill, whose unfiltered livestream videos captivated a new generation of stock market enthusiasts. The unlikely focus of the battle: GameStop,
a flailing brick-and-mortar dinosaur catering to teenagers and outsiders that had somehow held on as the world rapidly moved online. At first,
WallStreetBets was a joke—a meme-filled, freewheeling place to share shoot-the-moon investment tips, laugh about big losses, and post
diamond hand emojis. Until some members noticed an opportunity in GameStop—and rode a rocket ship to tens of millions of dollars in
earnings overnight. In thrilling, pulse-pounding prose, THE ANTISOCIAL NETWORK offers a fascinating, never-before-seen glimpse at the
outsize personalities, dizzying swings, corporate drama, and underestimated American heroes and heroines who captivated the nation during
one of the most volatile weeks in financial history. It’s the amazing story of what just happened—and where we go from here.
The old ways die hard... A gripping thriller full of shocking twists from E. V. Seymour, perfect for fans of Mark Dawson, Lee Child and David
Baldacci.
When Operation Surgical Strike, a police sting designed to catch Colombian drug traffickers in the act of selling a large consignment of
cocaine to undercover police officers, goes horribly wrong, suspicion quickly falls on one of the police officers involved: "Stegs" Jenner. Stegs
is no ordinary cop. Something of a maverick, he has in the past played the role of a criminal just a little too well. Now suspended from duty,
and with his close friend killed in the shoot-out, he determines to go at it alone. DI John Gallan and his partner Tina Boyd are part of the
subsequent investigation that will take them to the heart of one of London's most notorious criminal gangs. What they cannot know is that
they've also embarked on a journey that will lead one of them straight into the rifle sights of the enemy.
A collection of gripping accounts of gruesome murders committed in Monmouthshire between 1878 and 1996, including information about the
murderers and their victims and contemporary evidence from newspapers and ballads. 32 black-and-white illustrations.
Monk discovers a shocking truth while investigating the murder of a high-end prostitute with ties to an opium-dispensing doctor's widow.
It's Vegas, baby! Anything can happen. Reed has a (small) chance to win fame and fortune, thanks to his "entourage," Beth. Sick of feeling
like a loser, Harper's betting she can win back her life, starting with Miranda -- whose birthday wish just might come true.... Adam's also
getting lucky, with a certain ex-girlfriend. Kane, as usual, is playing hard -- and not very nice. Win or lose, it's going to be wild.
Your lost love never came home after the war. Would you risk everything to find out what happened to him? 1944. While war rages in Europe,
Fenella Churche is doing her bit in the green fields of England. But when she finds a letter addressed to her on the scrubbed farmhouse
table, she knows the news won't be good. She hasn't heard from her fiancé Arthur since he was posted to France on a dangerous undercover
mission, and from his very first words she knows he may not be coming back. I fear this may be my last letter to you, my darling, Arthur
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writes. Fen won't give up hope and calls the war office, wanting to know if Arthur is still alive; they refuse to tell her anything. Searching for
answers, she returns to his letter, but parts of it just don't make sense. Through her tears Fen realises that her darling Arthur is giving her all
the clues she needs to find out what happened to him. 1945. With the war behind them and nothing left for her in England, Fen travels to the
deceptively pretty French village where she thinks Arthur might be, but there's no sign of him. She's close to giving up when she finds his
silver cigarette case and another letter full of clues. But when the local priest is killed, it's clear someone wants to keep wartime secrets
buried. If Arthur, a brilliant spy, was outwitted and betrayed, can Fen stay alive long enough to find out what happened to the man she loves?
A gripping story of war, mystery, espionage and murder. Fans of Jacqueline Winspear, Charles Todd and Rhys Bowen will absolutely adore
this unputdownable World War Two murder mystery.

Darwin Minor travels a dangerous road. A Vietnam veteran turned reluctant expert on interpreting the wreckage of fatal accidents,
Darwin uses science and instinct to unravel the real causes of unnatural disasters. He is very, very good at his job. His latest case
promises to be his most challenging yet. A spate of seemingly random high-speed car accidents has struck the highways of
southern California. Each seems to have been staged-yet the participants have all died. Why would anyone commit fraud at the
cost of his own life? The deeper Darwin digs, the closer he comes to unmasking an international network specializing in
intimidation and murder, whose members will do anything to make sure Darwin soon suffers a deadly accident of his own. "A
literary thriller like no other...A hard-charging, edge-of-the-seat tale."-Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Acclaimed author Gail Jarrow, recipient of a 2019 Robert F. Sibert Honor Award, explores the science and grisly history of U.S.
Civil War medicine, using actual medical cases and first-person accounts by soldiers, doctors, and nurses. The Civil War took the
lives of hundreds of thousands of Americans and left countless others with disabling wounds and chronic illnesses. Bullets and
artillery shells shattered soldiers' bodies, while microbes and parasites killed twice as many men as did the battles. Yet from this
tragic four-year conflict came innovations that enhanced medical care in the United States. With striking detail, this nonfiction book
reveals battlefield rescues, surgical techniques, medicines, and patient care, celebrating the men and women of both the North
and South who volunteered to save lives.
A liar in the family... Rosamund Lupton’s Sister meets The Woman in the Window in this gripping thriller brimming with suspense
and lies!
A phone call. A common enough event, sometimes welcome, sometimes annoying, but seldom life changing. Or so we assume.
But assumptions are dangerous things, and the reality is we all live one phone call away from disaster. One cheerful ring away
from news of a tragic accident. One muted buzz from learning a lifetime of memories have disappeared in a raging house fire. And
so it is for Tom Dugan, rolling though the London night, the woman he loves in the taxi beside him. Life is good by any measure until his phone rings, alerting him to the arrival of two old Russian friends with a very big problem. Dugan's attempts to help his
friends rescue an innocent girl from the Russian mob plunge him into a world he'd scarcely imagined, endangering him and
everyone he holds dear. A world of modern day slavery and unspeakable cruelty, from which no one will escape, unless Dugan
can weather a Deadly Crossing.
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In the tradition of Clancy, Griffin, and Cussler, newcomer R.E. McDermott delivers a thriller to rival the masters.When consultant
and very part-time spook Tom Dugan finds himself becoming collateral damage in the War on Terror, he's not about to take it lying
down. Falsely implicated in a hijacking, he's offered a chance to clear his own name by helping the CIA hook what they consider to
be the bigger fish, Dugan's long-time friend, London ship owner Alex Kairouz. Reluctantly, Dugan agrees to go undercover in
Alex's company, despite doubts about his friend's guilt. Once undercover, Dugan's steadfast refusal to accept Alex's guilt puts him
at odds with both his CIA handlers and a beautiful British agent with whom he's working.When a tanker is found adrift near
Singapore with a dead crew, and another explodes in port as Alex lies near death after a suspicious suicide attempt, Dugan is
framed for the attacks. Out of options, and convinced the attacks are prelude to an even more devastating assault, Dugan eludes
capture to follow his last lead to Russia, only to be shanghaied as an 'advisor' to a Russian Spetsnaz unit on a near-suicidal
mission.Deadly Straits is a non-stop thrill ride, transporting the reader from London offices, to the dry docks of Singapore, to the
decks of the tankers that slake the world's thirst for oil, with stopovers in Panama, Langley, Virginia, and Teheran. Richly spiced
with detail from the author's thirty years sailing, building, and repairing ships around the globe, it is, in the words of one reviewer,
"fast-paced, multi-layered and gripping."READER COMMENTS"An awesome book! It has a very Tom Clancy feel. Kudos to Mr.
McDermott. Well done, Sir."D. Bosshardt, Amazon - 5 Stars"An absolute cracker of a thriller, quite simply on a par with Clancy et
al. When I'd finished I wanted more! A terrific story superbly written. 'Tao", Amazon (UK) - 5 Stars"A little Clancy, a bit of Ludlum,
and a lot of Mr. McDermott!"Libby Dunkin, Amazon - 5 Stars"Move over WEB Griffin, Cussler, & Ludlum. Weaving together comealive characters, McDermott takes us through an all too realistic plot involving oil tankers used to cause havoc to the worlds'
shipping … a page turner."Bob Hopfe, Amazon - 5 Stars"International intrigue in expert hands. With breathless pacing and punchy
prose, McDermott knots a plot so real it might well be breaking news. Deadly Straits ravages like a cat 5 hurricane: unpredictable,
merciless, and fierce.L.C. Fiore, author, Green Gospel "A brilliant thriller. I was quite surprised that this is a first novel. On par with
high ranking thrillers. Action non-stop …a great read."Cheryl M-M, Amazon (UK) - 5 Stars"In 1994 Tom Clancy's "Debt of Honor"
used a jumbo jet as a suicide missile … it happened for real on 9/11. In 2011 R.E. McDermott published "Deadly Straits" where
supertankers are used as terror weapons with deadly results. Let's hope we don't look back and say McDermott predicted that.
This is a book of action and suspense, well written with multiple plots woven into one coherent whole. I've read several best-sellers
that are legends in the genre and this book is as well done as any of them, if not better." Stephen C. Lovely, Amazon - 5
Stars"Expert plotting … the sheer excitement of the story kept me reading until I finished in two nights. I look forward to the next
work by Mr. McDermott."James E. Daman, Amazon - 5 Stars"In a book that takes no prisoners, McDermott tells a tale of high seas
terrorism and tells it well. Go get this one, right now!"Nancy, Cheryl's Book Nook - 5 Stars
Three girls. Brutally murdered. Eyelids surgically removed. Their killer never caught. Eighteen years later... a new victim is found.
Carolina McKay thought she'd escaped her past. The murders that wrecked her youth. Her family. But most of all, her hometown.
After her promising career as a big-city police detective is ended by a gunshot, Carolina heads home to Dupray, West Virginia,
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defeated and purposeless. Until the murders start anew. Sheriff Lester Fenech, her mentor and surrogate father, feels old and
outmatched. With less than a month until his retirement, he's desperate to solve the case which has tormented him. But he needs
help. When the first killings rocked Dupray, Carolina was just a teenager. Now, she's the best chance they have to catch a
monster. Will she be able to pull herself together and solve the murders? Or will her own haunted past get in the way and leave
more dead bodies in a killer's wake? A page-turning thriller packed with twists and suspense. Fans of Willow Rose, Patrick Logan,
Karin Slaughter, and Lisa Gardner will love Carolina McKay.
The third book (after The Family Trade and The Hidden Family) in the saga of the Merchant Princes by Charles Stross, in which
Miriam gets into deadly trouble. Miriam Beckstein has gotten in touch with her roots and they have nearly strangled her. A young,
hip, business journalist in Boston, she discovered (in The Family Trade ) that her family comes from an alternate reality, that she is
very well-connected, and that her family is a lot too much like the mafia for comfort. In addition, starting with the fact that women
are family property and required to breed more family members with the unique talent to walk between worlds, she has tried to
remain an outsider and her own woman. And start a profitable business in a third world she has discovered, outside the family
reach (recounted in The Hidden Family). She fell in love with a distant relative but he's dead, killed saving her life. There have
been murders, betrayals. Now, however, in The Clan Corporate, she may be overreaching. And if she gets caught, death or a fate
worse is around the bend. There is for instance the brain-damaged son of the local king who needs a wife. But they'd never make
her do that, would they? At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
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